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Abstract. The municipality government of San Miguel de Tucumán city in Argentina is interested in applying energy saving policies
to street lighting facilities. In this frame, devices like astronomical programmable clocks and electronic control gear (ballast) will be used
to replace photocells and inductive control gear. Also luminaries in use could be replaced by more efficient ones. A technical-economical
evaluation was necessary and the technical aspect was request to the Lighting Department of Tucumán University. The performance of
the devices and the power quality impact in the lighting networks evaluation was also necessary to evaluate.
The study carried out involved outdoor and laboratory test. During 1,5 month six lighting networks with 273 semi-cutoff luminaires were
tested. Network selected belong to residential areas which represent more than 60% of total city lighting facilities (26.000 luminaires). In
addition laboratory test were conducted with a sample of inductive (in use) and electronic control gear, for high pressure sodium
discharge lamps (HPS) 150W. Performance varying voltage input for aged was analyze.
Some results from tests points out that:
• The use of programmable astronomical clocks instead of photocell produces 11% of energy saving because of actual time on and off
schedule set.
• Electronic control gear instead of inductive control gear produces 28% energy saving.
• Luminaire replacement of current HPS 150W by HPS 100W with Electronic control gear and photocell control produces 43% in
energy saving.
Outdoor test results from measurement of electrical input parameters and harmonics of existing inductive control gear in street lighting,
indicate that: while THD V voltage is about 2,8%, THD A current can be reduced from 38% to 6,5% even when electronic control gear is
set to the lower output power step (70% of power output and 60% of initial average illuminance value).
The results obtained will be used as arguments for the widespread replacement in the city which would involve considerable investment
and a new experience in the region.
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